Cross-level sociodemographic homogeneity alters individual risk for completed suicide
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Among deaths of despair, the individual and community correlates of US suicides have been consistently identified and are well known. However, the suicide rate has been stubbornly unyielding to reduction efforts, promoting calls for novel research directions. Linking levels of influence has been proposed in theory but blocked by data limitations in the United States. Guided by theories on the importance of connectedness and responding to unique data challenges of low base rates, geographical dispersion, and appropriate comparison groups, we attempt a harmonization of the National Violent Death Reporting System (NVDRS) and the American Community Survey (ACS) to match individual and county–level risks. We theorize cross-level sociodemographic homogeneity between individuals and communities, which we refer to as “social similarity” or “sameness,” focusing on whether having like-others in the community moderates individual suicide risks. While analyses from this new Multilevel Suicide Data for the United States (MSD-US) replicate several individual and contextual findings, considering sameness changes usual understandings of risk in two critical ways. First, high individual risk for suicide among those who are younger, not US born, widowed or unemployed, or have physical disabilities is cut substantially with greater sameness. Second, this moderating pattern flips for Native Americans, Alaska Natives, Asians, and Hispanics, as well as among native-born and unmarried individuals, where low individual suicide risk increases significantly with greater social similarity. Results mark the joint influence of social structure and culture, deliver unique insights on the complexity of connectedness in suicide, and offer considerations for policy and practice.

Significance

Recent unexpected increases in US suicides reinforce calls for fresh approaches to understanding suicide risk. Theorizing the complexity of suicide risk and harmonizing existing large data sources, we find two distinct patterns. Having more similar others in a geographical context dampens suicide risk for non-native-born, unemployed, and widowed individuals. However, social similarity heightens suicide risk in counties with a larger share of some race/ethnic and marital status groups. Knowing how social contexts alter individual suicide risk suggests innovative research directions, and provides paths to craft personalized and tailored strategies for suicide programs, policies, and treatment.
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Suicide’s impact on American society is enormous. Ranked 10th overall in 2018, suicide represents the second leading cause of death for those aged 10 to 34, and the fourth among those aged 35 to 54 (1). With over a half million emergency room visits annually for self-inflicted injury, coupled with estimates that only 30% of those with suicidal behavior use medical services, suicide’s effects are profoundly underreported. Annual societal costs just for individuals identified in medical visits range from over $1 billion for treating self-inflicted injuries, to over $32 billion for lost productivity. Despite efforts to understand and reduce suicide, US rates mark suicide’s remarkable resistance to individually focused medical and public health interventions and support claims that our predictive ability has not improved in the last 50 y (2–4). Most recently, the alarming, unexpected, and unexplained rise in suicide among middle-aged men, a group always at high risk, and among young women, traditionally at lower risk, reinforce urgent calls for novel research, prevention, and treatment directions (5–7).

While a deeply personal act, suicide has been shown to be systematically patterned by both individuals’ demographic characteristics (from death certificates or clinical records) and the social contexts (from aggregate suicide rates) in which they live. Findings are consistently robust on the role of sex, age, marital status, and employment at both individual and contextual levels. Since early 19th-century empirical studies (e.g., Italian statistician Morselli, French sociologist Durkheim, Czech sociologist Masaryk), these sociodemographic factors have been interpreted as tapping into social conditions, social statuses, and social integration (8). In contemporary theories, this translates into explanations centered on connectedness and social safety nets (3, 9), on the one hand, and thwarted belongingness, loneliness, and social isolation (10), on the other hand. The general proposition maintains that an individual’s embeddedness in society protects them from suicide, and, its opposite, predisposes them to it. Findings on the absence of connections (e.g., the unmarried) or the loss of ties (e.g., the divorced, the unemployed) predispose individuals to suicide while those that mark their presence (e.g., the married, the religiously affiliated) have been replicated at both individual and contextual levels (see ref. 11 for a review; also refs. 9, 12).

What has eluded the understanding of suicide lies at the center of sociology’s contribution to the health sciences, the transdisciplinary agenda, and the promise of personalized medicine. The micro/macroworld or the link between personal troubles and public issues fundamentally sees patterns in individual behavior tied to the larger social context in which they live (13). Most relevant here, theories of social comparison, relative deprivation, and status integration, as well as more recent network-based complexity theories, suggest that the association of an individual’s risk factor may be lessened if they live in an area with “like-others” and magnified if they are isolated in confronting life challenges (14–17). Principles of selective attachment or homophily (i.e., the tendency of individuals to connect with similar others) and differential association [i.e., individuals come to behave more like those with whom they interact (18)] suggest that cross-level demographic similarity, or what we refer to as “social similarity” or “sameness,” may increase the probability...
that social network ties would form, increasing connectedness (19). However, sociology’s classic theory of suicide, the Durkheimian theory (14), and its more recent network translation (9) raise two theoretical twists. First, social ties are not without content, and second, cultural content can be protective or detrimental. With connectedness marking influence, culture holds the norms, life scripts, and beliefs that translate that influence to or away from suicide.

In sum, individual-level effects (e.g., employment status) target the influence of personal characteristics and situations that increase the probability of suicide because they mark “personal troubles” (20). The contextual level (e.g., the unemployment rate) indicates “public issues,” which mark a community’s social safety net, tempering or motivating the individual’s suicidal impulse (14, 20, 21). Finally, because cross-level demographic similarity translates into a high probability that ties will form among like individuals (22), multilevel or cross-level hypotheses (i.e., interaction between personal troubles and public issues) posit that the influence of individual risk and protective factors are attenuated or amplified by larger, parallel social contexts of the same factor [e.g., being unemployed in an area of high or low unemployment (9, 13)]. Here, we evaluate the multilevel influence of major individual and aggregate equivalents implicated in previous suicide research that could be matched across datasets (i.e., age, sex, race/ethnicity, nativity, marital status, employment, physical problems).

Methods

The Data Challenge (and Solution) in the Multilevel Analysis of Completed Suicide. Multilevel analyses of suicidal behavior exist, almost exclusively on suicidal ideation (i.e., attitudes, consideration, or suicide planning), suicide attempt [i.e., nonfatal, self-directed, potentially injurious behavior with intent to die (23)], or in European data analyses using national registries (24–26). While they support the salience of complexity, that is, the synchronized effects of large interacting units, self-injurious behaviors represent different phenomena, with demonstrated different correlates. Absent US national registries, the now standard cross-level analyses that have provided novel social epidemiology insights [e.g., Jackson Heart Study findings on race–neighborhood wealth interactions on serum cholesterol levels (27)] have eluded suicide research. To be clear, in completed suicide, the most intimate connection marking influence, culture holds the norms, life circumstances that in-vest to die (23)], or in European data analyses using national registries (24–26). While they support the salience of complexity, that is, the synchronized effects of large interacting units, self-injurious behaviors represent different phenomena, with demonstrated different correlates. Absent US national registries, the now standard cross-level analyses that have provided novel social epidemiology insights [e.g., Jackson Heart Study findings on race–neighborhood wealth interactions on serum cholesterol levels (27)] have eluded suicide research. To be clear, in completed suicide, the most intimate connection marking influence, culture holds the norms, life circumstances that

Critical to this approach is the ability to access population-level data that bridge micro and macro levels, a difficult task. The Multidisciplinary Suicide Data and Research System (MSD-US) was developed to address this limitation. MSD-US is a federated, multilevel, multivariate database containing data across the United States for suicide-related variables from 2002 to 2011 (28). It includes data from the National Violent Death Reporting System (NVDRS) of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). The NVDRS, which compiles demographic and incident-related information on all violent deaths using a follow-back or prospective investigative systems from 2005 to 2011 (Alaska, Colorado, Georgia, Kentucky, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New Mexico, North Carolina, Oklahoma, Oregon, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Utah, Virginia, and Wisconsin). While not a random sample of US states, they do represent states with wide variation in suicide rates, regions of the country, and sociodemographic characteristics. Selected person file records of residents in NVDRS states, 15+ y, whose deaths were classified as suicide were merged with parallel micro data for living persons using the ACS 1-y PUMS from 2005 to 2011. We created observation weights that match values of Public Use Microdata Areas units to values of county units using Geographic Correspondence Engine developed by the Missouri Census Data Center [i.e., GeoCorrect (28)]. A weight of 1 was assigned to NVDRS cases, yielding the overall suicide rate (11.99/100,000) almost identical to the suicide rate (12.1 per 100,000) reported by Compressed Mortality Files for the same states and time period.

Overview of Analyses. The MSD-US allows the specification of cross-level interactions, assuming that no ACS individual appears as an NVDRS death by suicide. Given the low suicide rate, contamination is likely to be low. The constructed observation weights are used to estimate weighted logistic regression models for a binary outcome (1 = suicide death, 0 = living individual) while adjusting for state-level clustering of SES in the following models,

where \( p \) is the probability that an individual dies by suicide, \( X_{ij} \) is an independent variable, \( X_{ij} \) accounts for state-fixed effects, and \( e_{ij} \) is an error term. \( X_{ij} \) can be either an individual-level variable (for instance, race/ethnicity), a county-level variable (for a county \( j \)), or a cross-level product of two parallel variables (for an individual \( i \) living in \( j \)). The model controls for year dummies to account for potential year-specific idiosyncrasies, which produce results that are almost identical to those without year controls. Clustering across counties was considered in calculating SEs of the estimated \( p_{ij} \) values. Robust clustered SEs were computed using the clustered variance estimator using the command in Stata and compared to random intercept multilevel logistic regression models (very similar estimates; only results from the former reported).

We dropped a small number (0.2%) of cases with missing information on sex, age, race, nativity status since predicting ascribed characteristics is not scientifically valid (see SI Appendix, Table S2 for missing patterns and SI Appendix, Table S3 for comparison between the dropped and analyzed sample). To address missing data on income, we used imputed data (i.e., median household income, unemployment, physical problem), we ran multivariate imputation by chained equations within each county and year using mice package in R (32). We used multiple imputation analysis with survey weights based on 10 imputed datasets.
constructed in the same manner from the imputed individual-level measures, using mi svy in Stata. We report results from multiple imputation models for unemployment and physical problem because they have significant missing data (e.g., 50% unemployment, 10% physical problem). We report logistic regression model results for other demographic characteristics without controlling for unemployment and physical problem to avoid posttreatment biases and missing problems.

Finally, since odds ratios are known to be problematic for comparison across models and not easily interpretable (33), we calculated 1) the marginal effects of a change against the reference group in categorical variables at the individual level, and 2) the marginal effects of maximal change in continuous variables at the county level. For cross-level interactions, we plotted the predicted suicide rate of the independent (contextual) variables across different (individual) categories to maximize interpretability.

Results

Fig. 1 reports the marginal effects of the individual and county-level factors on US suicide. On the individual level, well-known effects are replicated. Women (compared to men) and other race/ethnic groups except AI/AN (compared to Whites) have a significantly lower risk of suicide while all older age groups (compared to those 15 to 24 y of age) have higher risk. Native-born individuals, those not married, who are unemployed, or who report physical problems have a higher suicide risk. On the county level, the results, controlled for individual risk factors, have some parallels with individual level results; areas that have higher percentages of divorced individuals or who were unemployed increase suicide risk. However, some county-level factors show the opposite direction of influence; areas with more individuals over 65, who were widowed, or never married decreases suicide risk while those with a greater share of native born, Blacks, or AI/AN population increases suicide risk. Furthermore, some factors typically seen as significant in individual-level analyses of suicide rates (e.g., female, physical problems) are not in evidence at the county level.

The inconsistency between individual- and county-level factors support the need to identify effects of one level while accounting for another (34). SI Appendix. Fig. S2 shows that individual-level effects are robust against controlling for community-level counterparts, but county-level effects are not, most notably the effects of race. While a recent ecological analysis of county-level suicide rates finds that areas with a greater share of non-Hispanic Whites have higher rate of suicide (35), this analysis cannot tell us whether this reflects the higher suicide rate among that group or captures contextual influence beyond individual-level factors. Fig. 2 begins to do so, presenting the marginal effects of sameness on US suicide. Having more individuals of the same age group, marital status, or physical problems decreases individual risk; having social similarity for US nativity, however, increases suicide risk. While like-others on unemployment and race/ethnic group increases risk and social similarity for sex decreases risks, none significantly do so.

Fig. 3 drills down on the cross-level interaction effects of social similarity at the county level. Fig. 3A reveals the standard effect for age groups. Sameness decreases suicide risk for the younger age groups (15–44), has little influence on the risk in middle age, and increases the risk for the oldest individuals. Ethnic and race effects are similarly complicated: For Whites and Blacks, same-ness decreases individual suicide risk while for all other groups, and especially AI/ANs, the risk increases with sameness (Fig. 3B). Fig. 3C reveals that the presence of non–native-born residents decreases the individual risk of suicide among non–native-born individuals. Conversely, the pattern is reversed among US-born individuals where sameness dramatically increases individual suicide risk.

Fig. 3D initially shows the expected pattern of higher individual risk among those divorced or widowed; those never married with moderate risk; and those married with the lowest risk. However, sameness has very different effects on the risk, most dramatically for those who are widowed (similarity lessens risk) or who have never married (similarity increases risk). There is a moderate decrease in risk among married and separated individuals living among those who are socially similar but no cross-level interaction among the divorced. Fig. 3E reveals a curious effect where the risk for both individuals at higher risk (with physical problems) and those at lower risk (no physical problems) decreases with greater sameness. Fig. 3F shows that sameness decreases suicide risk for those who are unemployed with only a slight increase among the employed living with those who are socially similar.

Discussion

As a complex human behavior, suicide is riddled with inconsistencies. While factors such as social disadvantage (unemployment)
or personal trauma (divorce) remain a bedrock of psychological, medical, and social understandings, findings that those with more social advantage (e.g., whites, men) die by suicide are curious. Furthermore, while individual-level traumas form the central focus of medical and psychological epidemiology, the continued, strong influence of social context advanced by public health, sociology, and social geographers remains remarkably intact. Some researchers suggest that this bifurcation of efforts and the resulting stalled progress in understanding and reducing suicide in the United States is methodological, resulting from insufficiently progressive, innovative, or accumulative approaches (4). We argue that, at least for completed suicide, a longstanding challenge has been in data accessibility, not in methods to analyze them. Research considering multiple levels or cross-level interactions in suicide is rare, recent, and provocative, especially in the US case (36). Findings from societies with registries, while generalizable internally, may not hold insights for the American case since these societies are more homogenous, have universal health care systems, and provide broader welfare state provisions. In sum, despite decades of suicide research, we know little about how multilevel factors work together or in opposition in the United States.

Ostrom (37) recommends embracing such complexities rather than trying to explain them away. Complex systems, composed of heterogeneous units interacting have emergent properties that cannot be understood by reference to individual units alone as they adapt to changing circumstances (ref. 15, p. 357), are viewed as open systems, with units interacting via flows of resources (both material and nonmaterial) through networks embedded in an environment (38). Here, we conceptualize the environment, itself, defined by geography as one of those key, interacting social units holding the unique potential to shape the structure and culture of social connectedness. We do not have direct measures of networks here, and it is unlikely that measuring individual’s networks at this scale will ever be feasible. However, precisely because social network formation is largely driven by self-selection processes such as homophily and propinquity, we can theorize about the influence of connectedness on suicide. Specifically, we can speculate how sameness taps into structural ties, normative climates, and social diffusion processes (39).

In this first effort, we merged and harmonized existing datasets to provide US data on the individual risk of dying from suicide by comparing decedents (included in the CDC’s NVDRS) to living US residents (included in the ACS) from 2005 to 2011. We find that individual-level risks often remain the same even after controlling for social context; however, the effects of social context sometimes do not remain the same. More importantly, some of the most robust suicide research findings at the individual level are dramatically moderated by a consideration of their social environmental counterpart.

In a simple way, our findings align with traditional theories of social comparison theory (i.e., greater unemployment in an area decreases the perception that those around them are better off), relative deprivation (i.e., greater unemployment or widow in an area decreases the perception of an unfair disparity between oneself and others), or status integration (i.e., greater unemployment or widow in an area increases the likelihood of similar status configurations) theories. However, to suggest that “otherness” (i.e., being socially different) is the only insight into the role of connectedness and to new directions in identification, prevention, and treatment misses the critically important opposite effect for marginalized minority populations (e.g., American Indians and Alaska Natives). In general, while suicide rates in these populations have been previously documented, the role that economic, social, and cultural circumstances play in these groups has been neglected or based on unexamined assumptions (40, 41). We find that for populations that have been coerced or restricted to small, isolated geographical areas, the protective effect of ethnic culture reverses to produce high suicide rates among that cultural group. It may be that isolation intensifies social contagion processes, that the insular culture of communities with historical trauma reverses the traditionally protective effect of ethnic cultures, or that a concentrated environment of deprivation predisposes individuals to suicide (42–44).

These seemingly conflicting findings on connectedness fit more easily with classic sociological and more recent social network-based theories of suicide (3, 45). Connectedness is not always a mechanism of protection from suicide. Sociology’s dominant theory of suicide, developed by Emile Durkheim over a 100 y ago, anticipated extreme conditions of connectedness where too few ties are just as deadly as too few ties. These circumstances create suicides that may inflate the beliefs of the group, whether in line with or against the dominant culture, to such a degree that the individual life has little value. Especially when isolation is also present, they can facilitate social contagion processes (41).

Traditional theories fall short in understanding the critical role that social embeddedness (i.e., the individual in social context) plays in the connections between the personal and the public. Under the network principle of homophily (i.e., the tendency for "like to choose like" in social interactions), increasing like-others opens up the potential for social network ties, the social incubator for a community’s social integration, social regulation, and cultural belief system (9). In places with a community of like-others, risk factors to suicide can be moderated, to a point. Where there are too few others at risk (e.g., the unemployed in an upper middle-class community), the ability to form or perceive a community of support is impossible. When others share the same fate, the sense of individual failure transforms into structural failure (e.g., the unemployed in a rust-belt community). However, when that sense of despair or fatalism engulfs the community as a whole, the ability to see any future is restricted in isolated and historically stigmatized communities. Trauma is stressful when others do not share the same fate, but it is devastating when all members of the community share the same fate. Power or advantage is not as potent when the profile of an area changes toward those with less power.

Moving explanation in this direction has a certain parsimony. However, it raises additional questions. Why is there a tendency for
those in a “favorable” comparison group (e.g., US-born) to have an increased probability of suicide as the at-risk profile of an area changes? In the face of decreased network density among the more powerful groups, are their social ties challenged by the ability to construct networks with sufficient integration and regulation? Such interpretations have been advanced across the sciences. At the cellular level, social interaction among cells is essential for multicellular complexity. Conflict between individual and population-level interests are resolved by novel molecular mechanisms that stabilize cooperation among cells by creating diverse social interaction motifs (46). In social ecology, social space contingencies allow social systems to organize and structure themselves into local clusters of consensus in attitudes, values, and practices (47).

Between physical and psychological space is social space, defined by association with those with whom individuals come into contact. However, we know little about the effect of cross-level demographic similarity on human behavior, in part because early social theory linked population density to social pathology and disadvantages in simple ways, became paralyzed by conflicting findings, and fell out of favor (48). Recent work has begun to conceptualize more complex nonlinearities of spatial interdependence (49). Hamilton’s (50) early rule that cellular behavior cooperation can evolve if individual units favor other related individuals parallels Newman and Park’s (51) view that human networks are characterized by nontrivial clustering (i.e., network transitivity) and positive correlations (i.e., assortative mixing) whenever groups differ in size.

Our findings have clear limitations and are suggestive. The data are not dynamic, limiting causal inference. The data we do have are limited primarily to sociodemographic characteristics, less powerful compared to the network structures and cultures that they proxy. Our findings do point to the importance of a multilevel understanding and assembling relevant data from databases that are statistically representative of populations. In our case, the importance of both the ACS and the NVDRS cannot be overstated, particularly given the absence of national data registries. Even as we move toward electronic health data, only about 45% of individuals who die by suicide visit the health care system in the months before their death (52). Population-based data are essential to scientific progress and building the scientific foundation for personalized medicine. Finally, we cannot conclude that these findings are representative of US suicides since data required for our analyses come from earlier phases of the NVDRS program. However, there are no clear biases in terms of region, wealth, or suicide rates among the set we use.

Despite these limitations, these findings suggest potential new directions for social and medical responses to suicide. Traditionally, suicide is considered a psychological problem and individual-based manualized treatments are the gold standard. However, there is increasing tension between manual-based interventions and broader notions of precision or personalized medicine (53). While manualized treatments have been shown to improve client outcomes and promote replicability on average, there is an increasingly recognized need to tailor efforts to the individual. However, there are few guides for adapting empirically supported, manualized prevention and intervention programs. The ones that do so tend to target sociodemographic populations such as age or race/ethnicity. Our results suggest that an unconsidered factor in such adaptations is geographic context. Our results, for example, suggest that a treatment plan for medical, psychological, and psychiatric intervention should look very different for those at risk for suicide because of unemployment depending on the employment profile of where they live. It is a one thing to be unemployed in Dekalb County, Georgia, where unemployment is high (and the suicide rate low), compared to Bleckley County, Georgia, where unemployment is low (and the suicide risk high). Even for prevention efforts, a recent report on mental illness and stigma from the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (54) concluded that prevention only at the individual level can be limiting or even counterproductive. Considering an individual’s
risk factors in light of the community social environment becomes an essential ingredient in developing intervention and prevention strategies under a personalized model of care and concern.
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